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Ernest Holmes: 

0 of 0 review helpful A Wonderful Compendium on Ernest Holmes By Beau Lee Jackson This is my favorite 
collection of Ernest Holmes writings It takes sources from many places and puts it together nicely to be able to follow 
clearly Holmes logic and reasoning and insights This writer was a rare psychological and spiritual genius especially 
for his time He teaches the Power of Positive Thinking but breaks it down and te Here in one volume is a selection of 
the core and essential writings by internationally renowned scholar mystic and author Ernest Holmes providing readers 
with a library of the most important ideas in the religious psychology that Holmes defined The Essential Ernest 
Holmes comprises selections from classic works such as This Thing Called You The Science of Mind textbook and 
Creative Mind and Success but also included are brilli About the Author Founding Minister of the Creative Life 
Spiritual Center in Houston Jesse Jennings was ordained a minister in the United Church of Religious Science in 1988 
His Q A column has appeared monthly in Science of Mind magazine for ten years 
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